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Abstract—The application of a Static Synchronous Series
Compensator (SSSC) controller to improve the transient stability
performance of a power system is thoroughly investigated in this
paper. The design problem of SSSC controller is formulated as an
optimization problem and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Technique is employed to search for optimal controller parameters.
By minimizing the time-domain based objective function, in which
the deviation in the oscillatory rotor angle of the generator is
involved; transient stability performance of the system is improved.
The proposed controller is tested on a weakly connected power
system subjected to different severe disturbances. The non-linear
simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness of the
proposed controller and its ability to provide efficient damping of
low frequency oscillations. It is also observed that the proposed
SSSC controller improves greatly the voltage profile of the system
under severe disturbances.

Keywords—Particle swarm optimization, transient stability,
power system oscillations, SSSC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HEN large power systems are interconnected by
relatively weak tie lines, low frequency oscillations are
observed. These oscillations may sustain and grow to cause
system separation if no adequate damping is available [1].
Recent development of power electronics introduces the use
of flexible ac transmission system (FACTS) controllers in
power systems. FACTS controllers are capable of controlling
the network condition in a very fast manner and this feature of
FACTS can be exploited to improve the stability of a power
system [2]. Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) is
one of the important members of FACTS family which can be
installed in series in the transmission lines. With the capability
to change its reactance characteristic from capacitive to
inductive, the SSSC is very effective in controlling power
flow in power systems [3]. An auxiliary stabilizing signal can
also be superimposed on the power flow control function of
the SSSC so as to improve power system oscillation stability
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[4]. The applications of SSSC for power oscillation damping,
stability enhancement and frequency stabilization can be
found in several references [5]-[8]. The influence of degree of
compensation and mode of operation of SSSC on small
disturbance and transient stability is also reported in the
literature [9]-[11]. Most of these proposals are based on small
disturbance analysis that required linearization of the system
involved. However, linear methods cannot properly capture
complex dynamics of the system, especially during major
disturbances. This presents difficulties for tuning the FACTS
controllers in that the controllers tuned to provide desired
performance at small signal condition do not guarantee
acceptable performance in the event of major disturbances.
A conventional lead-lag controller structure is preferred by
the power system utilities because of the ease of on-line
tuning and also lack of assurance of the stability by some
adaptive or variable structure techniques. The problem of
FACTS controller parameter tuning is a complex exercise. A
number of conventional techniques have been reported in the
literature pertaining to design problems of conventional power
system stabilizers namely: the eigenvalue assignment,
mathematical programming, gradient procedure for
optimization and also the modern control theory.
Unfortunately, the conventional techniques are time
consuming as they are iterative and require heavy computation
burden and slow convergence. In addition, the search process
is susceptible to be trapped in local minima and the solution
obtained may not be optimal [12].
Recently, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique
appeared as a promising algorithm for handling the
optimization problems. PSO is a population based stochastic
optimization technique, inspired by social behaviour of bird
flocking or fish schooling [13]. PSO shares many similarities
with Genetic Algorithm (GA); like initialization of population
of random solutions and search for the optimal by updating
generations. However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution
operators such as crossover and mutation. One of the most
promising advantages of PSO over GA is its algorithmic
simplicity as it uses a few parameters and easy to implement.
In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through
the problem space by following the current optimum particles
[14]. In view of the above, PSO is employed in the present
work to optimally tune the parameters of the SSSC controller.
In this paper, a comprehensive assessment of the effects of
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SSSC controller has been carried out. The design problem of
SSSC-based controller is transformed into an optimization
problem. The design objective is to improve the transient
stability performance of a single-machine-infinite-bus power
system, subjected to severe disturbances. PSO based optimal
tuning algorithm is used to optimally tune the parameters of
the SSSC controller. The proposed controller has been applied
and tested on a weakly connected power system under
different severe disturbances.

components of the converter voltage (Vdcnv and Vqcnv)
required to obtain the desired DC voltage (Vdcref) and the
injected voltage (Vqref).
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Fig. 2 Single line diagram of the control system of SSSC

Fig. 1 Single-machine infinite bus power system with SSSC

The single-machine infinite-bus power system shown in
Fig. 1 is considered in this study. The system comprises a
generator connected to an infinite bus through a step-up
transformer and a SSSC followed by a double circuit
transmission line. In the figure T1 represents the transformer;
VS and VR are the generator terminal and infinite bus voltage
respectively; V1 and V2 are the bus voltages; VDC and Vcnv
are the DC voltage source and output voltage of the SSSC
converter respectively; I is the line current and PL is the real
power flow in the transmission lines.
A. Overview of SSSC and its Control System
A SSSC is a solid-state voltage source inverter, which
generates a controllable AC voltage source, and connected in
series to power transmission lines in a power system. The
injected voltage (Vq) is in quadrature with the line current I,
and emulates an inductive or a capacitive reactance so as to
influence the power flow in the transmission lines [3]. The
compensation level can be controlled dynamically by
changing the magnitude and polarity of Vq and the device can
be operated both in capacitive and inductive mode.
The single-line block diagram of control system of SSSC is
shown in Fig. 2 [15]. The control system consists of:
• A phase-locked loop (PLL) which synchronizes on the
positive-sequence component of the current I. The output
of the PLL (θ =ωt) is used to compute the direct-axis and
quadrature-axis components of the AC three-phase
voltages and currents (labeled as Vd, Vq or Id, Iq on the
diagram).
• Measurement systems measuring the q components of AC
positive-sequence of voltages V1 and V2 (V1q and V2q) as
well as the DC voltage Vdc.
• AC and DC voltage regulators which compute the two
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DC Voltage
Regulator

The variation of injected voltage is performed by means of
a Voltage-Sourced Converter (VSC) connected on the
secondary side of a coupling transformer. The VSC uses
forced-commutated power electronic devices (e.g. GTOs,
IGBTs or IGCTs) to synthesize a voltage Vcnv from a DC
voltage source. A capacitor connected on the DC side of the
VSC acts as a DC voltage source. In the control system block
diagram Vdcnv and Vqcnv designate the components of converter
voltage Vcnv which are respectively in phase and in quadrature
with line current I. VSC using IGBT-based PWM inverters is
used in the present study. However, as details of the inverter
and harmonics are not represented in power system stability
studies, a GTO-based model can also be used. This type of
inverter uses Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) technique to
synthesize a sinusoidal waveform from a DC voltage with a
typical chopping frequency of a few kilohertz. Harmonics are
cancelled by connecting filters at the AC side of the VSC.
This type of VSC uses a fixed DC voltage Vdc. The converter
voltage Vcnv is varied by changing the modulation index of the
PWM modulator.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Structure of SSSC Controller
The structure of SSSC controller, to modulate the SSSC
injected voltage Vq, is shown in Fig. 3. The input signal of the
proposed controller is the same speed deviation (∆ω), and the
output signal is the injected voltage Vq. The structure consists
of a gain block with gain KS, a signal washout block and twostage phase compensation blocks as shown in Fig. 3. The
signal washout block serves as a high-pass filter, with the time
constant TW, high enough to allow signals associated with
oscillations in input signal to pass unchanged. From the
viewpoint of the washout function, the value of TW is not
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critical and may be in the range of 1 to 20 seconds [1]. The
phase compensation block (time constants T1, T2 and T3, T4)
provides the appropriate phase-lead characteristics to
compensate for the phase lag between input and the output
signals.

Δω
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represents the parameters to be optimized; KS ,T1 , T3 ;the
parameters of the SSSC controller), and t1 is the time range of
the simulation. With the variation of the parameters X, the Δω
(t, X) will also be changed. For objective function calculation,
the time-domain simulation of the power system model is
carried out for the simulation period. It is aimed to minimize
this objective function in order to improve the system
response in terms of the settling time and overshoots.
In this study, it is aimed to minimize the proposed objective
function J. The problem constraints are the SSSC controller
parameter bounds. Therefore, the design problem can be
formulated as the following optimization problem:

Fig. 3 Structure of SSSC-based controller

Minimize J

In the Fig. 3 Vqref represents the reference injected voltage
as desired by the steady state power flow control loop. The
steady state power flow loop acts quite slowly in practice and
hence, in the present study Vqref is assumed to be constant
during large disturbance transient period. The desired value of
compensation is obtained according to the change in the SSSC
injected voltage ΔVq which is added to Vqref.

Subject to

B. Problem Formulation
The transfer function of the SSSC-based controller is:
⎛ sTW
U SSSC = K S ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 + sTW

⎞ ⎛ 1 + sT1
⎟⎜
⎟ ⎜ 1 + sT
2
⎠⎝

⎞ ⎛ 1 + sT3
⎟⎟ ⎜
⎜
⎠ ⎝ 1 + sT4

⎞
⎟y
⎟
⎠

(1)
Where, U SSSC and y are the input and output signals of the
SSSC-based controller respectively. In this structure, the
washout time constants TW and the time constants T2 , T4 are
usually prespecified. In the present study, TW =10s and T2 = T4
= 0.3 s are used. The controller gain KS and the time constants
T1 and T3 are to be determined. During steady state conditions
∆Vq and Vqref are constant. During dynamic conditions the
series injected voltage Vq is modulated to damp system
oscillations. The effective Vq in dynamic conditions is:
V q = V qref + ΔV q

(5)

T1S min ≤ T1S ≤ T1S max

(6)

T3 S min ≤ T3 S ≤ T3 S max

(7)

Tuning a controller parameter can be viewed as an
optimization problem in multi-modal space as many settings
of the controller could be yielding good performance.
Traditional method of tuning doesn’t guarantee optimal
parameters and in most cases the tuned parameters needs
improvement through trial and error. In PSO based method,
the tuning process is associated with an optimality concept
through the defined objective function and the time domain
simulation. The designer has the freedom to explicitly specify
the required performance objectives in terms of time domain
bounds on the closed loop responses. Hence the PSO methods
yield optimal parameters and the method is free from the curse
of local optimality. In view of the above, the proposed
approach employs PSO to solve this optimization problem and
search for optimal set of SSSC-based damping controller
parameters.
IV. OVERVIEW OF PSO TECHNIQUE

(3)

In the above equations, Δω (t, X) denotes the rotor speed
deviation for a set of controller parameters X (note that here X
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K S min ≤ K S ≤ K S max

(2)

C. Optimization Problem
It is worth mentioning that the SSSC-based controller is
designed to minimize the power system oscillations after a
large disturbance so as to improve the power system stability.
These oscillations are reflected in the deviations in power
angle, rotor speed and line power. Minimization of any one or
all of the above deviations could be chosen as the objective. In
the present study the objective function is expressed as
follows:
J = ∑ ∫0t1 t [ | Δω ( t , X ) | ] dt

(4)

The PSO method is a member of wide category of Swarm
Intelligence methods for solving the optimization problems. It
is a population based search algorithm where each individual
is referred to as particle and represents a candidate solution.
Each particle in PSO flies through the search space with an
adaptable velocity that is dynamically modified according to
its own flying experience and also the flying experience of the
other particles. In PSO each particles strive to improve
themselves by imitating traits from their successful peers.
Further, each particle has a memory and hence it is capable of
remembering the best position in the search space ever visited
by it. The position corresponding to the best fitness is known
as pbest and the overall best out of all the particles in the
population is called gbest [13]-[14].
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The features of the searching procedure can be summarized
as follows [16]:
• Initial positions of pbest and gbest are different.
However, using the different direction of pbest and gbest,
all agents gradually get close to the global optimum.
• The modified value of the agent position is continuous
and the method can be applied to the continuous problem.
However, the method can be applied to the discrete
problem using grids for XY position and its velocity.
• There are no inconsistency in searching procedures even
if continuous and discrete state variables are utilized with
continuous axes and grids for XY positions and
velocities. Namely, the method can be applied to mixed
integer nonlinear optimization problems with continuous
and discrete state variables naturally and easily.
• The above concept is explained using only XY axis (2
dimensional space). However, the method can be easily
applied to n dimensional problem.

The j-th particle in the swarm is represented by a gdimensional vector xj = (xj,1, xj,2, ……,xj,g) and its rate of
position change (velocity) is denoted by another gdimensional vector vj = (vj,1, vj,2, ……, vj,g). The best previous
position of the j-th particle is represented as pbestj =(pbestj,1,
pbestj,2, ……, pbestj,g). The index of best particle among all of
the particles in the group is represented by the gbestg. In PSO,
each particle moves in the search space with a velocity
according to its own previous best solution and its group’s
previous best solution. The velocity update in a PSO consists
of three parts; namely momentum, cognitive and social
parts.The balance among these parts determines the
performance of a PSO algorithm. The parameters c1 & c2
determine the relative pull of pbest and gbest and the
parameters r1 & r2 help in stochastically varying these pulls.
In the above equations, superscripts denote the iteration
number. Fig. 4 shows the velocity and position updates of a
particle for a two-dimensional parameter space.

The modified velocity and position of each particle can be
calculated using the current velocity and the distance from the
pbestj,g to gbestg as shown in the following formulas [17]:
( t +1 )
(t )
(t )
v j , g = w * v j , g + c1 * r1 ( )* ( pbest j , g − x j , g )

(8)

x(jt,+g1)

gbest

social part

pbest j

v(jt,+g1)

cognitive part

(t )

+ c2 * r2 ( )* ( gbest g − x j , g )
( t +1 )

x j ,g

(t )

( t +1 )

= x j ,g + v j ,g

v(jt,)g
x(jt,)g

(9)

Where j = 1,2 ,..., n and g = 1,2 ,..., m

t = number of iterations (generations);
(t )

v j ,g =velocity of particle j at iteration t,
with

(t )

v gmin ≤ v j , g ≤ v gmax ;

w = inertia weight factor;
c1 , c2 = cognitive and social acceleration factors
respectively;

r1 , r2 = random numbers uniformly distributed in the range
(0, 1);
(t )

x j , g = current position of j at iteration t;
pbest j = pbest of particle j;
gbest = gbest of the group.
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current motion
influence

Fig. 4 Deception of velocity and position updates in particle swarm
optimization technique

n =number of particles in a group;
m = number of members in a particle;

momentum
part

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The SimPowerSystems (SPS) toolbox is used for all
simulations and SSSC-based damping controller design. SPS
is a MATLAB-based modern design tool that allows scientists
and engineers to rapidly and easily build models to simulate
power systems using Simulink environment. The SPS’s main
library, powerlib, contains models of typical power equipment
such as machines, governors, excitation systems, transformers,
lines and FACTS devices. The library also contains the
Powergui block that opens a graphical user interface for the
steady-state analysis of electrical circuits. The Load Flow and
Machine Initialization option of the Powergui block performs
the load flow and the machines initialization [15].
In order to optimally tune the parameters of the PSS and
SSSC damping controller, as well as to assess their
performance and robustness under wide range of operating
conditions with various fault disturbances and fault clearing
sequences, the test system depicted in Fig. 1 is considered for
analysis. The model of the example power system shown in
Fig. 1, is developed using SimPowerSystems blockset. The
system consists of a of 2100 MVA, 13.8 kV, 60Hz hydraulic
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generating unit, connected to a 300 km long double-circuit
transmission line through a 3-phase 13.8/500 kV step-up
transformer and a 100 MVA SSSC. The generator is equipped
with Hydraulic Turbine & Governor (HTG) and Excitation
system. All the relevant parameters are given in appendix.
A. Application of PSO
For the purpose of optimization of equation (3), routines
from PSO toolbox [18] are used. The objective function is
evaluated for each individual by simulating the example
power system, considering a severe disturbance. For objective
function calculation, a three phase short-circuit fault in one of
the parallel transmission lines is considered. The
computational flow chart of PSO algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.

While applying PSO, a number of parameters are required
to be specified. An appropriate choice of these parameters
affects the speed of convergence of the algorithm. Table I
shows the specified parameters for the PSO algorithm.
Optimization is terminated by the prespecified number of
generations. The optimization was performed with the total
number of generations set to 50. The convergence rate of
objective function J for gbest with the number of generations
is shown in Fig. 6. Table II shows the optimal values of
SSSC-based controller parameters obtained by the PSO
algorithm.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED FOR PSO ALGORITHM

PSO parameters
20
50

c1, c2
wstart, wend

2.0, 2.0
0.9, 0.4

Specify the parameters for PSO

TABLE II
OPTIMIZED SSSC-BASED CONTROLLER
PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY PSO ALGORITHM

Generate initial population

KS

Gen.=1

T1

65.732

T3

0.5527

0.2639

Time-domain simulation

Find the fittness of each particle in
the current population
Gen.=Gen.+1
Gen. > Max. Gen.?

Stop
Yes

No
Update the particle position and
velocity using equations (8) & (9)

Fig. 5 Flowchart of particle swarm optimization algorithm
10

B. Simulation Results
To assess the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed
controllers, simulation studies are carried out for various fault
disturbances and fault clearing sequences. The behavior of the
proposed controller under transient conditions is verified by
applying a 6-cycle three-phase fault at t = 1 sec, at the middle
of the one transmission line. The fault is cleared by permanent
tripping of the faulted line. The system response under this
severe disturbance is shown in Figs. 7 (a)-(f). The response
without control (no control) and response with PSO optimized
SSSC-based controller are shown in the figures with legends
NC and PS respectively.
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Fig. 7 System response for a 6-cycle 3-phase fault disturbance
cleared by permanent tripping of one line. (a) power angle:δ, deg
(b) speed deviation: Δω, pu (c) line power: PL , MW (d) terminal
voltage: Vt , pu (e) SSSC controller injected voltage deviation: ΔVq
(f) stator current: pu.
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It is clear from the Figures that, the system is unstable without
control under this severe disturbance. It can also be seen that,
SSSC-based controller significantly suppresses the first swing
in the rotor angle and provides good damping characteristics
to low frequency oscillations by stabilizing the system much
faster.
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Fig. 8 System response for a 10-cycle self-clearing 3-phase fault
disturbance. (a) power angle:δ, deg (b) speed deviation: Δω, pu
(c) line power: PL , MW (d) terminal voltage: Vt , pu (e) SSSC
controller injected voltage deviation: ΔVq (f) stator current: pu.
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8 (b)

It can be seen that, the system is oscillatory without control
for the above contingency. It is also clear form the Figs. that
he proposed PSO optimized SSSC controller has good
damping characteristics to low frequency oscillations and
stabilizes the system quickly.
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VI. CONCLUSION
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Another severe disturbance is considered at this loading
condition; that is, a 10-cycle, three-phase fault is applied at the
same above mentioned location. The fault is cleared without
line tripping and the original system is restored upon the
clearance of the fault. The system response to this disturbance
is shown in Figs.8 (a)-(f).
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In this paper, transient stability performance improvement
by a SSSC controller is presented. For the proposed controller
design problem, a non-liner simulation-based objective
function to increase the system damping was developed. Then,
the particle swarm optimization technique was implemented to
search for the optimal controller parameters. The effectiveness
of the proposed SSSC controller for improving transient
stability performance of a power system and its design by the
methods proposed in the paper are demonstrated by a weakly
connected example power system subjected to different severe
disturbances. The non-linear simulation results show the
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effectiveness of the proposed controller and their ability to
provide good damping of low frequency oscillations. In
addition, the effectiveness of the proposed SSSC controller to
suppress power system oscillations and to improve the system
voltage profile under different severe disturbances are also
shown. It can be concluded that the proposed SSSC controller
extend the power system stability limit by enhancing the
system damping.

[9]

[10]

APPENDIX

[11]

A complete list of parameters used appears in the default
options of SimPowerSystems in the User’s Manual [15]. All
data are in pu unless specified otherwise.

[12]

1)
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[8]

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Generator
SB = 2100 MVA, H =3.7 s, VB = 13.8 kV, f = 60 Hz, Peo=
0.75, Vto= 1.0, δo =41.510, RS = 2.8544 e -3, Xd =1.305, Xd’ =
0.296, Xd’’= 0.252, Xq = 0.474, Xq’ = 0.243, Xq’’ = 0.18, Td =
1.01 s, Td’ = 0.053 s, Tqo’’= 0.1 s.
Hydraulic Turbine and Governor
Ka = 3.33, Ta = 0.07,Gmin = 0.01, Gmax = 0.97518, Vgmin = 0.1 pu/s, Vgmax = 0.1 pu/s, Rp = 0.05, Kp = 1.163, Ki =
0.105, Kd = 0, Td = 0.01 s,β =0, Tw = 2.67 s
Excitation System
TLP = 0.02 s, Ka =200,Ta = 0.001 s, Ke =1, Te =0, Tb = 0,Tc
=0, Kf = 0.001,Tf = 0.1 s, Efmin = 0, Efmax = 7, Kp = 0
Transformer
2100 MVA, 13.8/500 kV, 60 Hz, R1 = 0.002, L1 = 0, D1/Yg
connection, Rm = 500, Lm = 500
Transmission line
3-Ph, 60 Hz, Length = 300 km each, R1 = 0.02546 Ω/ km,
R0= 0.3864 Ω/ km, L1= 0.9337e-3 H/km, L0 = 4.1264e-3
H/ km, C1 = 12.74e-9 F/ km, C0 = 7.751e-9 F/ km
SSSC
Snom = 100 MVA, Vnom = 500 kV, f = 60 Hz,
Vqmax= 0.2, Max rate of change of Vqref = 3/s, Rcnv =
0.00533, Lcnv = 0.16, VDC = 40 kV, CDC = 375e-6 F,
KP_IVR=0.00375, KI_IVR=0.1875, KP_VdcR =0.1e-3, KP_VdcR
20e-3
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